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Let us recall our first Math classes...



Let us recall our first Math classes...

First, we learn about sets....

...to be able to understand numbers!!!



Let us recall our first Math classes...

But once we learn numbers...



Let us recall our first Math classes...

But once we learn numbers...

...we forget sets for the rest of our lives!!!



OBJECTIVES

•To motivate the C2 research 
community for the application of 
Topology to C2 theory building

•To present a topological model of C2 
organizations



SUMMARY

•Topology in the military

•Topology in C2

•Definitions

•The Model



TOPOLOGY
• From the Greek τόπος, “place”, and λόγος, 

“study”

• Concerned with properties of objects preserved 
under continuous deformation

• ‘What’s the difference between a mug and a donut?’

• For the point of interest to Command and 
Control:

• Structures of complex objects and their 
combinatorial relationships

• Combinatorial Topology (older name for 
Algebraic Topology)



TOPOLOGY IN AI

• From research on organizations of multiagent systems:

• Organizational Congruence is intuitively expressed as topological constructs

• 2 examples below:

 Also, not only the treatment of structure was lacking. The following excerpt gets 
right to the point:

‘We have therefore searched for a theory. More fundamentally, we have 
searched for a starting point for a theory. In the end we focused on structural 
aspects of C2. In fact structure is but one of three aspects of the problem which 
we have identified. The other two are data/information and transactions. The 
complete characterization is therefore transactions within a structure involving 
the flow of data/information through that structure.’

 On another front, in the knowledge domain of multiagent systems research, an 
organization is viewed as a set of constraints accepted by a group of agents in order to 
facilitate their goals’ achievements, i.e., an agent must limit  its autonomy in order to 
comply with the structure and function of an organization.

 For instance, the organizational model for multiagent systems MOISE+ is based on 
three different specifications: structural, functional and deontic. Fig.1a shows how the 
structural and functional dimensions, jointly with the environment, can explain or 
constrain the organizational behavior in trying to accomplish its social purposes.

 Another example is the model depicted in Fig.1b, where the basic premise is that 
rational organizations will always try  to match sets containing the current and desired 
states of the organization, as well as the scope of control of its members.
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Fig. 1. The organization effects on a MAS

Being well organised is a valuable
property of an MAS, since it helps the
system to assure its efficacy and effi-
ciency [5]. Our general view of the or-
ganisation for an MAS, depicted in the
Fig. 1, allows us to state a minimal con-
dition for an MAS to be well organised:
E ∩ S ∩ F ∩ P �= ∅, i.e., the behaviours
which lead to the social purpose achieve-
ment are allowed by the organisation in
the current environment. However it is al-
most impossible (indeed undesirable) to
specify an organisation where the allowed agents’ behaviours fit exactly the set P ,
since this set also depends on the environment. Different environments require different
sets of P behaviours. Moreover, if the sets S and F are too small, the MAS will have
adaptation problems to little environmental changes due to the extinction of the agents
autonomy by the organisation. On the other side, if S and F are too big, the organisation
will not be effective since the agent’s behaviours are not sufficiently constrained.

Identifying a good size for the set of organisational allowed behaviours is indeed
another way of conceiving one important MAS problem: how to conciliate collective
constraints with the agent autonomy. Normally MASmethodologies are concerned with
this problem in the MAS design phase (e.g. [14]). However, even if the MAS has an ini-
tial good organisation, dynamic changes either in the environment or in the global pur-
poses may cause the looseness of the organisation suitability. Moreover, if we consider
the organisation unchangeable, the agents which have several experience and informa-
tion about the organisation can not contribute to its adaptation. They loose the autonomy
regarding its organisation. In other words, this problem could be expressed as how to
conciliate an agent centered (AC) point of view with an organizational centered (OC)
point of view [8]. This situation brings the reorganisation problem up: how the agents
themselves might change their current organisation [10].

If we assume that (i) there is no better organisation for a context [4] and (ii) differ-
ent organisations will give different performances for a system [5], an MAS needs to be
capable of reorganising itself in order to well suit in its environment and to efficiently
achieve its goals. Our objective is therefore to propose a reorganisation model and its
specification (Sec. 3) based on theMOISE+ (Sec. 2). We will thus show how the re-
organisation itself could be expressed and controlled in an OC point of view. Before
comparing this proposition to related works (Sec. 5), we give a short description of a
case study related to soccer robot simulation (Sec. 4).

2 Reorganisation withinMOISE+

TheMOISE+ (Model of Organisation for multI-agent SystEms) follows the general
view of the organisation depicted in the Fig. 1 and therefore considers the organisa-
tional structure and functioning. However, this model adds an explicit deontic relation
among these first two dimensions to better explain how an MAS’s organisation collab-

(a) Behavior Space - Example 1 (HÜBNER; SICHMAN;

BOISSIER, 2004)

Reorganization activities aim therefore at aligning these sets,
either by attempting to change the current state, or by altering
the set of desires. This process is depicted in figure 1. In sum-
mary, reorganization consists of two activities. Firstly, the for-
mal representation and evaluation of current organizational
state and its ‘distance’ to desired state, and, secondly, the for-
malization of reorganization strategies, that is, the purposeful
change of organizational constituents (structure, agent pop-
ulation, objectives) in order to make a path to desired state
possible and efficient.
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Figure 1. States and control.

There is no one best way to organize or structure the or-
ganization, but not all structures are equally effective, that is,
organizational structure is one determinant of organizational
performance. Performance of the organization can then be
seen as the measure to which its objectives are achieved at a
certain moment. Because environments evolve, performance
will vary.
Intuitively, performance is a value function on the environ-

ment (current world), agents and organizational capability,
and on the task (desired state of affairs). Formally, we de-
fine a function perform, such that per f orm(w,G≤,!) returns
the value of the performance in world w of structured group
G≤ for !, indicating how well G can realize !. We assume
that for each agent and each world, the performance for each
atomic proposition p is fixed.
The perform function can be seen as the cost associated

with a transition in the world W . Several properties can be
specified to describe how to determine the value of perform
for complex propositions. For example, per f orm(w,G≤, p) +
per f orm(w,G≤,q)≤
per f orm(w,G≤, p∧q), represents the fact that the cost of per-
forming a sequence of activities can be higher than the sum
of the costs associated with each activity, for that agent [3]
(i.e. agents can get ‘tired’). Some authors have used finite
state machines to describe organization transitions [13]. An
important difference between our work and such approaches
is the temporal dimension of our model, that is, an organiza-
tion can never move to a previous state even if conceptually

equivalent, all states are different in time.

3.3. Changing organization design
Because organizations aim at making certain states of af-

fairs to be the case, and only agents can bring affairs to be, it is
important for organization O= ((A,≤O),D,S0) to make sure
it ‘hires’ and organizes an adequate set of agents (AO,≤O)
such that the combined action of those agents has the poten-
tiality to bring about the desired state of affairs DO. The de-
pendency relation ≤O between the agents must allow for the
desired states to be achieved, that is, dependencies must be
sufficient for responsibilities to be passed to the appropriate
agents, that is, the agents that have the necessary capabili-
ties. If that is not the case, the organization should take the
steps needed to decide and implement reorganization, such
that the resulting organization O� is indeed able to realize its
objectives DO� . In practice, reorganization activities can be
classified in three groups:

• Staffing: Changes on the set of agents: adding new
agents, or deleting agents from the set. Corresponding
to personnel activities in human organizations (hiring,
firing and training). Staffing operators are staff+(O,a)
and staff−(O,a), resulting in the addition, resp. deletion
of agent a from the organization.

• Structuring Changes on the ordering structure of the
organization. Corresponding to infrastructural changes
in human organizations: e.g. changes in composition
of departments or positions. Structuring operators are
struct+(O,(a≤ b)) and struct−(O,(a≤ b)), resulting in
the addition, resp. deletion of delegation link a≤ b from
the organization.

• Strategy Changes on the objectives of the organiza-
tion: adding or deleting desired states. Corresponding
to strategic (or second-order) changes in human orga-
nizations: on the mission, vision, or charter of the or-
ganization. Strategy operators are strateg+(O,d) and
strateg−(O,d), resulting in the addition, resp. deletion
of objective d from the set of organizational objectives.

The classification above is very generic, but it allows for
the representation of all different types of modifications that
can be performed on the formal definition of organization we
use. Furthermore, most realistic adaptation possibilities can
be represented in this classification. For instance, a change
of role allocation is represented by the deletion of one agent
and the addition of a new one, with the new capabilities (cf.
footnote for our current, simplified, notion of role enacting
agent). The organizational model represents organizational
strategy as objectives, abstracting from e.g. the notion of plan.
These objectives represent desired states of the world (which
in turn can represent anything) and should not be confused

(b) Behavior Space - Example 2 (DIGNUM;

DIGNUM, 2007)

FIGURE 2.1 – Two examples of intuitive topological thinking about the behavior of
organizations.

One of the main reasons for having organizations, is to achieve stability. Nevertheless,

environment changes and natural system evolution (e.g. population changes), require the

adaptation of organizational structures. Reorganization is the answer to change in the

environment or the organizational goals. As reorganization is contrary to stability, the

question is then: under which conditions is it better to reorganize, knowing that stability

will be (momentarily) diminished,and when to maintain stability, even if that means loss

of response success.

C2 endeavors involve two fundamental elements: a technical and a social component.

The processes, the tasks, and the technology employed in the mission effort constitute

the technical component. The second element is composed by the organization and the

individuals involved, their attitudes and behaviors. In other words, a C2 system can be

thought of a socio-technical system where the two components, the technical and the social

elements, need to be aligned in order to have a successful endeavor. Then, a key issue is

to understand how we can examine the relationship between those two, the technical and

FIGURE 1 – Two examples of intuitive topological thinking about the behavior of 
organizations.

 In summary, all these models commonly illustrate constraints of behavior using 
Venn diagrams, showing the interplay of sets representing the external environment, the 
structure and functions of the organization, and the capabilities of its members, as these 
sets somehow define the boundaries of organizational performance and the eventual need 
to reorganize.
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TOPOLOGY IN THE MILITARY

• (DoD definition) Battlespace: ‘the environment, factors, 
and conditions that must be understood to successfully 
apply combat power, protect the force, or complete the 
mission’. This includes the air, land, sea, space, and the 
included enemy and friendly forces; facilities; weather; 
terrain; the electromagnetic spectrum; and the information 
environment within the operational areas and areas of 
interest.’

• ‘To shape the battlespace’: to conform or to give form to all 
these elements to a configuration better fit to the mission



TOPOLOGY IN THE MILITARY

• Geographic space

• Situation maps

• Communication networks



‘The most interesting and challenging [C2] 
endeavors are those that involve a collection of 

military and civilian sovereign entities with 
overlapping interests that can best be met by 

sharing information and collaboration that cuts 
across the boundaries of the individual entities.’

Understanding Command and Control, Alberts & Hayes, 2006.

TOPOLOGY IN C2



• The Twin Curses of a C2 Theory:

Dimensionality and Complexity (Levis&Athans,1987)

• Dimensionality: 4 key domains (Alberts,2009)

• Complexity: their interrelationships:

• Conceptual Model: ≈Hundreds of variables  ≈Thousands of relationships !!!
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TOPOLOGY IN C2



• ‘Limitations present in C2 Analysis:

•there are no proper investigation tools;

•there is no theory; and

•the treatment of structure has been neglected.’

Mathematics of Command and Control, Dockery, 1984

TOPOLOGY IN C2



DEFINITIONS

•Definition: A Topological Space is a set X together with a 
collection O of subsets of X, called open sets, such that

• the union of any collection of set in O is in O;

• the intersection of any finite collection of sets in O is in O;

• Both ∅ and X are in O.

The collection O is called a Topology.



DEFINITIONS
•Definition: An Abstract Simplicial Complex ∆ on a finite set X is 

a family of subsets closed under deletion of elements. We refer 
to the singleton sets x in ∆ as 0-simplices or vertices. It is not 
required that x ∈∆ for all x ∈X.

0- Simplex [v0] 1- Simplex [v0, v1]

2- Simplex [v0, v1, v2] 3- Simplex [v0, v1, v2, v3]

v0
v0 v1

v0 v1

v2

v2

v0

v1

v3

Extracted from: GHRIST, R.; MUHAMMAD, A. Coverage and hole-detection in sensor networks via homology. In: IEEE PRESS. 
Proceedings of the 4th Intl.Symp. on Information Processing in Sensor Networks, 2005. p. 34.



C2 ORGANIZATION
CONCEPTUAL MODEL

• Basic elements:

• Roles (R)

• Relationships (Rel)

• Tasks (T)

O = (Ostruct, Ofunc, Oassign) 
Ostruct = (R, Rel) 
Ofunc = (T,P(T)) 

Oassign ={(ri,{ti)}|ri !R,ti !T}

Obehaviorstate = (ri,k, {ti,k})

Obehaviorstate,k ! Obehaviorstate,k+1



C2 ORGANIZATION
TOPOLOGICAL MODEL

• A tiny example - Air 
Defense:

• 4 Roles

• CC - Central Command Post

• LC - Local Command Post

• F - Fighter Aircraft

• AAA - Anti-Aircraft Artillery

• 5 Tasks

• DI - Detect and Identify

• OE - Order to Engage

• IN - Intercept

• EA - Engage Artillery (AAA)

• RR - Report Results



C2 ORGANIZATION
TOPOLOGICAL MODEL

• Two steps process:

• Step 1: To build an interaction poset (partially ordered set) P 
from the task dependency graph

Ostruct : ({CC,LC,F,AAA},{CC < LC,LC < F,CC < AAA})
Ofunc : ({DI,OE,IN,EA,RR},{DI < OE,OE < IN,OE < EA,IN < RR,EA < RR})

Oassign : {(CC, {DI, OE}), (LC, !), (F, {IN, RR}), (AAA, {EA, RR})}

LCCC F
DI

RR

OE

I AAA

EAIN

RR



C2 ORGANIZATION
TOPOLOGICAL MODEL

• Definition: An Order Complex ∆0(P) is a simplicial complex whose vertex 
set contains all elements of the interaction poset P. A subset of P is a 
simplex of ∆0(P) if and only if its elements form a chain in P ,i.e., they can 
be arranged to form a totally ordered subset of P.

• Step 2: To build the order complex ∆0(P) from the interaction poset P

LCCC F
DI

RR

OE

I AAA

EAIN

RR

!o(P) = {{(CC,DI),(CC,OE),(F,IN),(F,RR)}, 
{(CC, DI), (CC, OE), (AAA, EA), (AAA, RR)}}

(CC,DI)

(CC,OE)

(F,IN)

(F,RR)

(AAA,EA)

(AAA,RR)

FIGURE 4 – Order Complex for the current example.



C2 ORGANIZATION
TOPOLOGICAL MODEL

• Baseline organization:

Ostruct : ({CC,LC,F,AAA},{CC < LC,LC < F,CC < AAA})
Ofunc : ({DI,OE,IN,EA,RR},{DI < OE,OE < IN,OE < EA,IN < RR,EA < RR})

Oassign : {(CC, {DI, OE}), (LC, !), (F, {IN, RR}), (AAA, {EA, RR})}

LCCC F
DI

RR

OE

I AAA

EAIN

RR

!o(P) = {{(CC,DI),(CC,OE),(F,IN),(F,RR)}, 
{(CC, DI), (CC, OE), (AAA, EA), (AAA, RR)}}

(CC,DI)

(CC,OE)

(F,IN)

(F,RR)

(AAA,EA)

(AAA,RR)

FIGURE 4 – Order Complex for the current example.



C2 ORGANIZATION
TOPOLOGICAL MODEL

• Change 1: CC delegates to LC responsibility to order fighters.
model is

Ostruct : ({CC,LC,F,AAA},{CC < LC,LC < F,CC < AAA})
Ofunc : ({DI,OE,IN,EA,RR},{DI < OE,OE < IN,OE < EA,IN < RR,EA < RR})

Oassign : {(CC, {DI, OE}), (LC, {OE}), (F, {IN, RR}), (AAA, {EA, RR})}

II LCCC F
DI

RR

OE

AAA

EAIN

RR

OE

!o(P) = {{(CC,DI),(LC,OE),(F,IN),(F,RR)}, 
{(CC, DI), (CC, OE), (AAA, EA), (AAA, RR)}}

(CC,DI)

(CC,OE)

(F,IN)

(F,RR)

(AAA,EA)

(AAA,RR)

(LC,OE)



C2 ORGANIZATION
TOPOLOGICAL MODEL

• Change 2: LC now also commands AAA

Ostruct : ({CC,LC,F,AAA},{CC < LC,LC < F,CC < AAA})
Ofunc : ({DI,OE,IN,EA,RR},{DI < OE,OE < IN,OE < EA,IN < RR,EA < RR})

Oassign : {(CC, {DI}), (LC, {OE}), (F, {IN, RR}), (AAA, {EA, RR})}

III LCCC F
DI

RR

OE

AAA

EAIN

RR

!o(P) = {{(CC,DI),(LC,OE),(F,IN),(F,RR)}, 
{(CC, DI), (LC, OE), (AAA, EA), (AAA, RR)}}

(CC,DI)

(LC,OE)

(F,IN)

(F,RR)

(AAA,EA)

(AAA,RR)



C2 ORGANIZATION
TOPOLOGICAL MODEL

• Change 3: AAA goes autonomous...

Ostruct : ({CC,LC,F,AAA},{CC < LC,LC < F,CC < AAA})
Ofunc : ({DI,OE,IN,EA,RR},{DI < OE,OE < IN,OE < EA,IN < RR,EA < RR})
Oassign : {(CC, {DI}), (LC, {OE}), (F, {IN, RR}), (AAA, {DI, OE, EA, RR})}

LCCC F
DI

RR

OE

AAA

EAIN

RR

OE

DI

!o(P) = {{(CC,DI),(LC,OE),(F,IN),(F,RR)}, 
{(AAA,DI), (AAA,OE), (AAA, EA), (AAA, RR)}}

(CC,DI)

(CC,OE)

(AAA,DI)

(AAA,OE)

(AAA,EA)

(AAA,RR)

(F,IN)

(F,RR)



C2 ORGANIZATION
TOPOLOGICAL MODEL

• Dynamics:

LCCC F
DI

RR

OE

AAA

EAIN

RR

OE

DI

(CC,DI)

(CC,OE)

(AAA,DI)

(AAA,OE)

(AAA,EA)

(AAA,RR)

(F,IN)

(F,RR)

III LCCC F
DI

RR

OE

AAA

EAIN

RR

(CC,DI)

(LC,OE)

(F,IN)

(F,RR)

(AAA,EA)

(AAA,RR)

II LCCC F
DI

RR

OE

AAA

EAIN

RR

OE

(CC,DI)

(CC,OE)

(F,IN)

(F,RR)

(AAA,EA)

(AAA,RR)

(LC,OE)

LCCC F
DI

RR

OE

I AAA

EAIN

RR (CC,DI)

(CC,OE)

(F,IN)

(F,RR)

(AAA,EA)

(AAA,RR)

FIGURE 4 – Order Complex for the current example.

• Baseline:

• Change 1:

• Change 2:

• Change 3:



CONCLUSIONS
• A topological model of C2 organizations, based on simplicial 

complexes, that captures tasks’ dependencies and distribution, 
was presented;

• Simplicial complexes have the main advantage to capture 
higher dimensional relationships, where graphs are only 
unidimensional;

• By changing task dependencies or task allocation the 
connectivity of the resulting simplicial complex changes;

• It means, the combinatorics related to the behavior of these 
organizations is changed!



• Next steps:

• Information flow (concurrency)

• Geospatial and temporal topological 
relationships

• Power relationships

CONCLUSIONS



CONCLUSIONS
• Main tenets of this approach:

• Any C2 organizational model will have to deal with the 
combinatorics of multidimensional parameters (structure, 
functions, environment, cognition, capabilities and 
resources);

•Maybe the relationships between these parameters 
cannot be captured in a graph style, one dimension only;

• Simplicial complexes are an adequate mathematical 
construct to capture these higher dimensional 
relationships.



‘We have therefore searched for a theory. More 
fundamentally, we have searched for a starting point 
for a theory. In the end we focused on structural 
aspects of C2. In fact structure is but one of three 
aspects of the problem which we have identified. 

The other two are data/information and 
transactions. The complete characterization is 

therefore transactions within a structure involving the 
flow of data/information through that structure.’

Mathematics of Command and Control, Dockery, 1984
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• Topology in C2

• Definitions
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FIGURE 4 – Order Complex for the current example.
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